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John M. Bancroft

EDITOR'S NOTE

Styling this issue of the Arid Lands Newsletter
"Desert Architecture III" implies that it was
preceded by "Desert Architecture I" and
"Desert Architecture II " -as, indeed, it was.

The first volume in this de facto series was a
book published by the Office of Arid Lands
Studies in 1980 and titled Desert Housing:

Balancing Experience and Technology for
Dwelling in Hot Arid Climates. The book
was edited by Kenneth N. Clark, who
also contributes an article to "Desert
Architecture III," and by Patricia
Paylore, the founding editor and
guiding spirit of the Arid Lands
Newsletter.

Clark and Paylore enlisted in their
aid the expertise of fifteen of their
colleagues from the U.S. and abroad,
who among them had learned valuable
lessons in the deserts of the American
Southwest, Australia, Iran, Iraq, Israel,
Jordan, Mexico, North Africa, and
Turkey. Their topics ranged from the
venerable art of building with adobe to
modern solar technology. They even
took a stab at that moving target
summed in the phrase "development
policy"

Their book, although now out of
print, is still very much in demand
fourteen years after publication, as
attested by the frequency with which all
or part of it is photocopied at The
University of Arizona's Architecture
Library and the requests for copies at
professional meetings. There is some
talk here of bringing out a revised

second edition of the book, but to do that we'll
need more than anecdotal evidence of demand
for it; publishers, now more than ever, must
mind the market, after all. If you'd like to vote
either way- "I'd buy a copy" or "don't bother"
-we'd be pleased to hear from you at the
address on the opposite page.

It is an axiom of the
building process that
the earliest decisions
are the most
important....The
architect's design
concept has energy
consequences and
establishes the limits
within which all
subsequent energy

decisions are made.'

"Desert Architecture II" was the Spring/
Summer 1989 number of the Arid Lands
Newsletter (Vol. 28), edited by my predeces-
sor, Emily E. Whitehead. Articles in that issue
considered tower houses in Yemen and
courtyard houses all over the ancient and
modern and world, among other topics.

NEW ENERGY -EFFICIENT MATERIALS

Many of the principles advanced in this
issue's predecessors remain constant and true,
of course, but the market has seen a number
of major innovations in materials and
technology in recent years. New -and readily
available -products range from "lumber"
made from recycled plastic to roof sheathing
that, in its first incarnation, might have been
your morning newspaper.

Among the most exciting innovations are
basic building materials that promise much
greater energy efficiency than the run of
modern materials and, as a result, much less
reliance on energy -hungry mechanical
heating and cooling systems. Adobe, rammed
earth, and straw bale construction (see
PUBLICATIONS in this issue) are among the
low -tech solutions that have been known in
one part of the world or another for genera-
tions, but other, often higher -tech options
have just appeared.

Structural material innovations include
those sold under the trade names Energy
Block, Ice Block, Integra Thermal Mass Block .

and the Rastra Building System, which has a
history of use in both very hot and very cold
climates of Europe, the Middle East, and Asia
but has only lately gained broad acceptance
in the U.S. These materials, though com-
pounded of various elements and sold in a
variety of configurations, share a single goal:
improving the energy efficiency of structures.

The Rastra Building System, for example,
according to information supplied by the U.S.
manufacturer (Rastra Building Systems Inc. of
Riverside, California; phone, 909 -653 -3346),
achieves an R -value of from 24 to 41.67,
depending upon the construction method
used and finishing techniques; the basic
Rastra building unit (varying in size from

Continued on page 32
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ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

Since antiquity, man
has reacted to his
environment, using his
faculties to develop
techniques and tech-
nologies, whether to
bake bread or make
brick, in such internal
psychological balance
with nature that
humanity historically
lived attuned to the
environment. Man's
creations were natural
when built of the
materials offered by
the landscape.

Learning to manipu-
late clay, stone, marble,
and wood, man
penetrated their
properties, and his
techniques gave
expression to his
aspirations toward the
divine. In architecture,
environmental harmony
was known to the Chinese, the Indians, the Greeks,
and others. It produced the temples of Karnak, the
great mosques of Islam, and the cathedral of Chartres
in France.

With the advent of the industrial revolution, the
inherited techniques and perfected knowledge of

Figure 1. A malqaf, in section and plan, with wetted intake baffles and a
wind -escape to exhaust hot air; design by Hassan Fathy (Fig. 56 from
Natural Energy and Vernacular Architecture, p. 124, reprinted by
permission of The University of Chicago Press.)

Figure 2. Plan for two rows of houses showing (a) the malqaf of each
arranged to bring wind to each dwelling and (b) detail of a malqaf. (Fig.
10 from Natural Energy and Vernacular Architecture, p. 81, reprinted
by permission of The University of Chicago Press.)

creating, using handmade
tools, were lost and are now
forgotten. Energy- intensive
mechanized tools have
diminished man's personal,
cellular contribution to the
fabrication of objects, the
building of structures, and
the growing of food. The
lesser the challenge for man
to imprint his genius, the
less artistic is the product.

The resulting economic
and political disturbances
are visible today. Production
of beauty, once the preroga-
tive of millions, is replaced
by industrialization -even
of bread -under the control
of a minority of owners. The
negative consequences of
the industrial revolution
have disturbed the natural
organization of the divine
concept for humanity.

Sixty years of experience
have shown me that

industrialization and mechanization of the building
trade have caused vast changes in building methods
with varying applications in different parts of the world.
Constant upheaval results when industrially developed
societies weaken the craft -developed cultures through
increased communications. As they interact, mutations
create societal and ecological imbalance and economic
inequities which are documented to be increasing in
type and number.

Profoundly affected is the mass of the population,
which is pressured to consume industrially produced
goods. The result is cultural, psychological, moral, and
material havoc.

Yet it is this population that has an intimate knowl-
edge of how to live in harmony with the local environ-
ment. Thousands of years of accumulated expertise has
led to the development of economic building methods
using locally available materials, climatization using
energy derived from the local natural environment, and
an arrangement of living and working spaces in conso-
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Figure 3 Sections and elevations of houses planned for the village of Bans,
AI- Kharga Oasts, Egypt, showing the maigaf applied on a neighborhood
scale; design by Hassan Fathy (Fig. 58 from Natural Energy and
Vernacular Architecture, p 126, reprinted by permission of The
University of Chicago Press.)
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I w to bridge the gulf t
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nance with their social requirements. This has been
accomplished within the context of an architecture
that has reached a very high degree of artistic
expression.

At all costs, I have always wanted to avoid the
attitude too often adopted by professional architects
and planners: that the community has nothing worth
the professionals' consideration, that all its problems
can be solved by the importation of the sophisticated
urban approach to building. If possible, I want to
bridge the gulf that separates folk architecture from
architect's architecture. I always wanted to provide
some solid and visible link between these two archi-
tectures in the shape of features, common to both, in
which the people could find a familiar point of
reference from which to enlarge their understanding
of the new, and which the architect could use to test
the truth of his work in relation to the people and
the place.

An architect is in a unique position to revive
people's faith in their own culture. If, as an authorita-
tive critic, he shows what is admirable in local forms,
and even goes so far as to use them himself, then the
people at once begin to look on their own products
with pride. What was formerly ignored or even

despised becomes suddenly
something to be proud of. It is
important that this pride
involves products and tech-
niques of which the local people
have full knowledge and
mastery. Thus the village
craftsman is stimulated to use
and develop the traditional local
forms, simply because he sees

them respected by a professional architect, while the
ordinary person, the client, is once more in a position
to understand and appreciate the craftsman's work.

In spite of this, we are witnessing a change that is
now forcing a complete rupture with the past; every
concept and every value has been reversed. For house
design in the Middle East, the introverted plan
wherein family life looked into the courtyard was
changed to a plan with family life looking out upon
the street. The cool, clean air, the serenity and rever-
ence of the courtyard were shed, and the street was
embraced with its heat, dust, and noise. Also, the qa'a
[a central, high -ceilinged upper -story room for
receiving guests, constructed so as to provide natural
light and ensure ventilation] was supplanted by the
ordinary salon, and all such delights as the fountain,
the salsabil [a fountain or a basin of still water de-
signed to increase air humidity] , and the malgaf [wind
catch; see Figs. 1 through 3] were discarded in the
name of progress and modernity.

It may seem that, from the functional point of view,
mechanical air -conditioning was made possible by
modern technology; but we must recognize that such
technologies also have a cultural role. In fact, this role
may be even more important than the function it
serves, considering the special place occupied by the
decorative arts in many cultures.

Thus when the modern architect replaced these
decorative elements with air -conditioning equipment,
he created a large vacuum in his culture. He has
become like a football player playing football with a
cannon. If the purpose of the game is scoring goals,
then assuredly he can score a goal with every shot. But
the game itself will disappear, and so will any diver-
sion for the spectators, except perhaps in the killing of
the goalkeeper.

3



Every advance in technology has been directed
toward man's mastery of his environment. Until very
recently, however, man always maintained a certain
balance between his bodily and spiritual being and the
external world. Disruption of this balance may have a
detrimental effect on man, genetically, physiologically,
or psychologically. And however fast technology
advances, however radically the economy changes, all
change must be related to the rate of change of man
himself. The abstractions of the technologist and the
economist must be continually pulled down to Earth
by the gravitational force of human nature.

mmrdm@MMMOMMENIIMMImmrd

The abstractions of the tech-
nologist and the economist
must be continually pulled
down to Earth by the gravita-
tional force of human nature.

Unhappily, the modern architect of the Third World,
suddenly released from this gravity, and unable to resist
temptation, accepts every facility offered to him by
modern technology, with no thought of its effect on the
complex web of his culture. Unaware that civilization
is measured by what one contributes to culture, not by
what one takes from others, he continues to draw upon
the works of Western architects in Europe and North
America, without assessing the value of his own
heritage.

In order to assess the value of our heritage in
architecture and to judge the changes that it has
undergone, there is a need to analyze scientifically the
various concepts of design, and to clarify the meaning
of many terms that the modem architect uses freely in
his professional jargon, such as "contemporaneity" The
role architecture and town planning play in the
progress of civilization and culture must be grasped.
While change is a condition of life, it is not ethically
neutral. Change that is not for the better is change for
the worse, and we must continually judge its direction.
Architecture concerns not technology alone but man
and technology, and planning concerns man, society,
and technology.

In architectural criticism, the concepts of past,
present, and future are used capriciously, and the
present is extended to mean the whole modem epoch.
To avoid being arbitrary, we must establish some
standards of reference that involve the concept of
contemporaneity.
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The word "contemporary" is defined as meaning
"existing, living, occurring at the same time as." The
word implies a comparison between at least two things,
and it conveys no hint of approval or disapproval. But
as used by many architects, the word does carry a value
judgment. It means something like "relevant to its time"
and hence to be approved, while "anachronistic" means
"irrelevant to its time" and is a term of disapproval. This
raises the two questions of what we mean by time and
what we mean by relevance -and to what.

Now, if we are to reconcile chronological time with
the artist's definition of contemporaneity, we may say
that to be relevant to its time, to be contemporary, a
work of architecture must be part of the bustle and
turmoil, the ebb and flow of everyday life; it must relate
harmoniously to the rhythm of the universe, and it must
be consonant with man's current stage of knowledge in
the human and the mechanical sciences, and in their
inseparable relationship within planning and architec-
tural design.

To judge the criterion of contemporaneity, we must
sense the forces that are working for change, and must
not passively follow them but rather control and direct
them where we think they should aim. Physical and
aerodynamic analysis has shown that many of the
concepts embodied in the design of houses of the past
remain as valid today as they were yesterday and that,
judged by the same standards, much of what is called
modern is in fact anachronistic. We must determine
what is basic and constant and thus worth keeping, and
what is ephemeral and transient and can be discarded.

Looking to the future, we see that the situation at any
given time largely determines the coming stage in
development and change. Thus there would be no
problem were the present situation of architecture
normal, that is to say, truly contemporary. The future
would then take care of itself. But unfortunately that is
not the case, and it is the responsibility of the modern
architect to find a remedy. He must renew architecture
from the moment when it was abandoned; and he must
try to bridge the existing gap in its development by
analyzing the elements of change, applying modern
techniques to modify the valid methods established by
our ancestors, and then developing new solutions that
satisfy modern needs.

Hassan Fathy, an Egyptian architect, has received the Union of
International Architects Gold Medal, the Aga Kahn Award for
Architecture, and Egypt's National Prize for Arts and Letters. The
article reprinted here, by permission of The University of Chicago
Press, is drawn from Fathy's Natural Energy and Vernacular
Architecture: Principles and Examples with Reference to Hot
Arid Climates, edited by Walter Shearer and Abd -el- rahman
Ahmed Sultan, and published by Chicago for The United Nations
University; ©1986 by Hassan Fathy. All rights reserved.
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PARADISE ON EARTH: HISTORICAL

GARDENS OF THE ARID MIDDLE EAST

The model for the historic Islamic gardens of the
Middle East is found in the Qur'an, which in 164
verses scattered through four chapters describes the
colors, sounds, smells, spatial elements, microclimates,
trees, flowers, and waters of Heaven.

International garden designers in search of inspira-
tion and useful ideas are exploring the old gardens of
Islam, but many emphasize fanciful geometric patterns,
elaborate water features, and colorful planting schemes
at the expense of the historical, philosophical, meta-
physical, and poetic dimensions of these "earthly
paradises."

An Islamic garden is a landscape designed according
to certain ideological principles, employing certain
physical elements, and focused on certain intentions.
The articulation of these elements and intentions is
deeply rooted in the teachings of the Islamic faith and
in the culture of the Muslim people.

A SUBTLE SENSE OF UNITY

As geographically large and as culturally diverse as it
may be, the Middle East is underlain by a subtle
homogeneity. The landscape architecture historian
Norman Newton (1971) discussed the similarity in
ambiance between the gardens of the Alhambra, bui'
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The classic enclosing walls, water features, trees, and flowers of the
Alhambra, built by the Moors in thirteenth -century Spain.

in thirteenth -century Spain, and the Taj Mahal, built in
sixteenth -century India:

The similarity between the two great Islamic monuments
is not a matter of detailed form; it is not even an apparent
physical sameness. It is a unity of spirit. The two are superb
expressions of a plain but powerful truth: that for over a
thousand years, among peoples united in religious belief but
as diverse in geography and racial origins as the Moors
and the Moguls, against all the odds of time and circum-
stances, feast and famine, there persisted unbroken a deep -
seated love of the outdoors and a delight in expressing it. In
the long run this affection took many varied forms, but
fundamentally it was always there for over a thousand
years. No passing fancy this, but an abiding sense of affinity
based on understanding and acceptance of simple virtue. To
this end every Muslim was encouraged by the teachings of
the Qur'an and by the customs of his religious observance.
Of Islam's many remark able accomplishments, this was by
no means the least.

Also influential in developing the homogeneous
thinking of the designers of the typical Islamic gardens
of the Middle East were earlier civilizations, the and
environment, and the teachings of the Prophet
Muhammad. For thousands of years the Middle East
was the stage of various old civilizations: Ancient
Egypt, Babylon, Mesopotamia, Persia, Ancient Greece,
the Roman Empire, and others. In less than 200 years,
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however, Islam swept across most of the region,
adopting from and adapting to an array of contempo-
rary cultures. This evolutionary development suc-
ceeded in blending the horticultural talents of the
Persians, the agricultural skills of the Egyptians, and
the experience in irrigated and dry farming of the
bedouins of Arabia and North Africa.

The second influential source of design ideas was
the desert environment itself, which affects every aspect
of life. The climate of the region is characterized by
high average temperature, high solar impact, strong
wind, and fierce sandstorms. Ultimately, the lack of
sufficient water is the limiting factor in design.

The last source of design ideas in Middle Eastern
gardens is found in what Muslims call Al- Sunnah,
which may be translated as "the traditions and sayings
of the Prophet Muhammad," comprising what he said,
did, and accepted in the customs and practices of other
cultures.

TYPICAL ELEMENTS OF THE
ISLAMIC GARDEN

The traditional Islamic gardens of the Middle East
included certain shared design elements. The most
common were enclosing walls, water features, trees and
flowers, and extensive use of the arabesque, the Islamic
geometric decoration. These gardens were planned in
axial rectangular patterns of simplicity, clarity, disci-
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pline, and delicacy not to be found elsewhere during
that time.

Many traditional gardens were surrounded by walls
and/or a cluster of buildings. This inward -looking
composition is interpreted in different ways by different
scholars: as an attempt to isolate human -made order
from the perceived chaos of the surrounding desert, to
insulate the garden's inmates from the harsh desert
environment and/or from the dust and pollution of the
adjacent streets, to emphasize the privacy of the family
and of its female members in particular, and to display
a modest and humble exterior to the
passing world.

Creswell (1968) sees the
clustering of walls, buildings,
and tall trees as a prerequisite
for the privacy needed to
develop the hidden
qualities of the spirit.
Lesiuk (1980), on the other hand, notes
that enclosing the earthly garden with walls and
buildings is a metaphoric gesture recalling its heavenly
archetype; the surrounding desert on the outside
represents desiccation and death, while within are
flowers, fruits, shade, water and life. On the whole,
there seems to be agreement that, owing to the harsh
climate in most of the Muslim countries and to a great
moral emphasis on family privacy, the enclosed garden
became a typical component for even the simplest
house in the Middle East (Newton 1971).

The second design element of the historical garden
of the Middle East was water. The innovative use of
water in the Alhambra later was imitated and enriched
by many European designers throughout the Western
world (ElAraby 1972). To the nomads of the Arabian
deserts, designing with water was in almost unbeliev-
able contrast to their original arid environment. Their
application of water as a design element was quite
imaginative and highly colorful. Water played many
roles within the garden design, emphasizing architec-
tural elements, masking outdoor noise, producing
pleasing sounds, irrigating plants, moisturizing and
cooling the hot dry microclimate, soothing the dusty
wind, and providing a source for ablutions before
prayers. The scarcity of water and the difficulty of
bringing it to the garden compelled Muslim designers
to develop efficient methods of irrigation and to
embrace a high regard for water as the indispensable
support of life.

Another important design element in the Islamic
garden was plants. The Muslims inherited a superb

vocabulary of trees, shrubs, and flowers from the
civilizations that preceded them. Poplars and cypresses
gave climatological protection. Elms, willows, and oaks
gave shade in summer and let the sun shine through in
winter. In order to alleviate the problems of turbulence
caused by walls, tall narrow- leafed cypresses were
added to filter the dust and to reduce windspeed
within the garden. Cypresses were planted across the
entire east and west sides and thus cast shadows across
the whole garden throughout the day. Pines were used

7
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as a large -scale contrast. Animals, introduced to give
animation to the garden, included swans, pheasants,
pigeons, ducks and singing birds.

Citrus trees were treasured for their fruit and
perfumed flowers. Fruit trees, in general, had a very
high priority in the overall design scheme. They
provided not only food and daytime color but also a
canopy over the courtyard at night. This canopy
restricted re- radiation losses from below and thus
effectively trapped cool air. Traditional designers
circulated this cool air from the garden through the
house, thereby creating a natural cooling system.

THE DUAL PARADIGM

In contrast to the modern Western garden, which
customarily is a place for extrovert show, the Islamic
garden often is introverted, more a mental and spiritual
exercise than an exercise in display, as Brookes (1987)
noted:

But beneath the superficial delights of the Middle Eastern
garden lies a far deeper significance: in Islam no pleasure is
taken at random; each is part of greater unity, every
individual aspect of Truth links laterally with other aspects
and can be analyzed individually to discover its relevance
within the whole.

The designer of the historic Islamic garden of the
Middle East is a product of an age of reason based on
faith (Hitti 1966). In Islam, absolute belief in God
meant, by extension, a belief in the seen, including the
unity of humanity and the continuity of the message,
and a belief in the unseen, including the music of the
spheres, in which God and men and nature exist in
harmony. This dual paradigm of the object and the
spirit is the basis of that subtle unity seen in the
similarities that link the Taj Mahal and the Alhambra.

How was this unity achieved in landscape architec-
ture? This question may be answered by examining
seven different concepts: diversity, beauty, conserva-
tion, contextuality, individualism, multiple -use, and
moderation.

THE CONCEPT OF DIVERSITY

As in the theme and style of the Qur'an, the Islamic
garden of the Middle East contains constant interplay
between the real and the ideal, practicality and fantasy,
the physical and the metaphysical, the tangible and the
symbolic, and the natural and the urban. And as in
most other forms of Islamic art, one finds a melding of
science and art, of light and shadow, and a clear yet
limitless space for imagination and freedom of the soul.
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This richness highlights another lesson of design, the
simplicity underlying diversity, as noted by Moore
(1988):

And the apparently limitless patterns are ingenious
variations on very simple themes: the five thousand
pieces of stucco in the Hall of the Two Sisters are of
only eleven patterns, based on just four plane shapes.
Beneath all the diversities of surface are just the seven
possible frieze symmetries and the seventeen possible
wallpaper symmetries.

In brief, the compositional message of the typical
Islamic garden is that intricacy is more pleasing if based
on order, and that diversity is more satisfying if it is
attained through an element of unity.

THE CONCEPT OF BEAUTY

Although Islam has serious reservations about
making a divine image of statuary, it has always
stressed beauty and aesthetic qualities as aspects of
faith itself. Muslims produced numerous arts, ranging
from that of dress and interior decoration to music and
poetry. These were integrated into life rather than being
a separate activity or product (Nasr 1988). Beauty,
scenic quality, and other sensory values are not a
luxury to the Islamic mind. "God is beautiful and He
loves beauty," is a saying of the Prophet Muhammad.
This notion is reflected in many design decisions.
Beauty without arrogance is a value rooted in the
Islamic culture. Thus, the interiors of private homes
and public buildings can be decorated to the highest
levels of sophistication, while the exterior walls
traditionally were plain, austere, simple. This contrast
is a physical manifestation of an important moral
teaching of Islam regarding the inner richness of the
soul and the humble appearance of the body.

THE CONCEPT OF CONSERVATION

Water is a life- sustaining resource, and the Islamic
garden designer treated it as such. Recognizing how

4.4.14.1114.4.14.1111114.11
Beauty, scenic quality, and
other sensory values are not a
luxury to the Islamic mind.
"God is beautiful and He loves
beauty" is a saying of the
Prophet Muhammad.
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Water jets in the walled Islamic garden of the Generalife in Andalusia.

limited such a natural resource is in the and lands, he
always used it with restraint. As an aesthetic element, it
is not used as a gushing, spraying fountain but as a
gentle, single, thin jet of water making soft, trickling
sounds. And as Moore (1988) observed of the Court of
Lions at the Alhambra:

The opulent play of overlaid patterns loses none of its
luster when we discern the almost Spartan rigor behind all
this complexity: There is really very little water, for
instance, and a careful placement of the nozzles makes the
most of every drop.

In brief, the emphasis is on the economical, but
always aesthetic, use of water.

THE CONCEPT OF CONTEXTUALITY

Historians have concluded that some kind of zoning
in old Middle Eastern cities actually existed (Goitein
1966):

Was there any zoning, e.g. compulsory division of the
city into residential, commercial, and industrial quarters?
That some such division existed is evident from the very

names of many bazaars, markets, squares, streets and other
localities-names which indicate a specialization in a
certain trade or industry.

The orderly spatial relationship among different land
uses apparent in various Islamic cities indicates a sense
of conceptual planning. Examples of this are found in
the placement of craftsmen's homes above their shops
and of student dormitories above their madrassa
(school), indicating a deliberate link between housing
and learning or housing and business. To Muslim
designers, contextuality is a two-sided issue. Architects
and planners do not site their buildings, gardens, or
any other development in an empty space where they
are free to do whatever they like. Instead, they are
reacting. Each design has to fit into two environments:
the natural and the urban, the God-made and the man-
made. If a Muslim designer disrespects the former he
will be a sinner, and if he disregards the latter his
action will be considered evidence of a lack of civility

9



THE CONCEPT OF INDIVIDUALISM

Islam requires that each individual stand on his own
merit, find his own truth, and be responsible directly to
God. There is no intermediary in this process. No
saints, no clergymen, no prophets can help much
beyond passing a message. This is true for most Islamic
schools of thought. Individuals must make their
decisions alone. Given such an attitude, the individual-
ity of ideas and actions within an overall commonalty
of purpose is pervasive. The bearing of all this on
garden design and planning is both direct and obvious;
the right decision in one development seldom can be
transplanted directly to another development in
another setting. Jellicoe (1975) offers an example:

While the Persian tradition of the char -bagn or fourfold
garden was the basis of Mughal design, the emperors were
no mere copyists. Their gardens were adapted and devel-
oped according to the demands of climate and site and even,
upon occasion, reflected state policies toward foreign
powers, particularly in their architecture.

This appreciation of regional variations among the
Islamic gardens across the Middle East is the key to its
rich and diversified typology.

THE CONCEPT OF MULTIPLE USE

The typical Islamic garden is a life- sustaining oasis,
benefiting humans, birds, and animals. It is an orchard/
garden, growing fruits and often aromatic herbs for
human consumption. Its trees provide food, water, and
resting places for birds, and its walls may contain
dovecotes. It provides water for all kinds of creatures.
In short, it is as useful and productive as it is beautiful
(Llewellyn 1983).

The current, post- Renaissance notion of what
constitutes a garden would have been unintelligible to
a medieval Muslim. Producing food while at the same
time displaying beauty and accommodating leisure
activities is a multiple -use concept that has been
declining through the centuries. On the whole, the
Islamic concept of open space planning is an insepa-
rable component of mixed -use built form. The func-
tions may be combined hierarchically but they ulti-
mately have to produce an organized complex of great
internal clarity to accommodate such activities as
movement, formal and informal gathering, prayer and
meditation, individual and group learning, orientation
and identification, and active and passive recreation
(Skidmore and others 1981).

THE CONCEPT OF MODERATION

In contrast to the profound dichotomy of European
design thinking, represented on one hand by Le Notre
in France and on the other by Capability Brown in
England, the Islamic garden portrays an equilibrium of
both the rational and the natural. Throughout Europe,
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the two European schools of thought in exterior design
were demonstrated in its gardens. In France, Versailles
conformed to Cartesian criteria, highlighting the
triumph of reason over nature, with man imposing his
will upon the external world. In England, the romantic
landscape garden symbolized the unconditional
surrender of human spirit to nature (MacDougal and
Ettinghausen 1976). On the other coast of the Mediter-
ranean, the Muslim designer reached out to a more
balanced and newly synthesized position. Echoing the
Qur'anic teaching of "we have indeed created you a
middle nation," his effort was focused on seeking the
Truth, the Way and the Divine Law anywhere they
could be found.

In brief, noble intentions precede, in the mind of
Muslim designers and craftsmen, any impressive
patterns, traditional appearances, or attractive artifacts.
As Hill (1964) notes:

The craftsmen of a thousand years ago worked towards
some definite goal -the completion of the Qur'an in honor
of God, of a mausoleum in honor of their family or some
such worthy object. Today the modern artist often fails when
any commission for a modern decoration is given in that he
simply works for himself, by himself and within himself,
however much he may deny this.

CONCLUSION

Just as Muslim science and medicine preserved and
finally passed on to the Western world much of the
knowledge of the ancient world, so Islamic garden
design was important both because of its own solutions
of many great environmental problems and because it
became the great mediating force between the land-
scape architecture of the Eastern world and the West,
as well as one of the great inspirations behind many
Renaissance gardens.

It is not a new era in the history of humankind
when one culture influences another or one civilization
shares the heritage of a former one. It is natural for
every nation to build in its own way, first borrowing
from the past and then passing to future generations its
own special achievements.

To a modern designer, the Islamic gardens of the
Middle East may provide new insights and fresh
inspiration. They also may illustrate how people in
different times and places have successfully related to
arid and semiarid environments and how they have
coexisted and thrived on the land.

It may not be appropriate today to replicate the old
designs in every detail, but certain human needs
persist, no matter what the time or place: fresh air to
breathe, a warm place to sit and rest, a beautiful
landscape to view, a nice sound to enjoy, and a private
place to repose and to reflect, to meditate, and to come
closer to nature and to one's soul.
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The traditional Islamic gar-
dens of the Middle East in-
chided certain shared design
elements: enclosing walls, wa-
ter features, trees and flowers,
and extensive use of the
arabesque.
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A BlO-CLIMATIC APPROACH TO
DESERT ARCHITECTURE

Desert architecture
may be characterized as
"Architecture of the
Extremes," being
basically similar to
"regular" architecture
but differentiated from it by its obligation to address
needs and problems of an extreme character.

The problem of thermal comfort in buildings is
perceived as one of the more characteristic and
difficult problems that desert architecture must
address, even though this is not the only problem nor
necessarily the most difficult one. A typical way of
addressing the thermal comfort issue in buildings is by
intensive use of expendable energies, but this, of
course, is not an ideal approach: it leads to waste of
energy, it is expensive, and not everyone is comfortable
with the thermal conditions it creates (witness the
number of people who do not like air -conditioning).

Various characteristics of design and construction
enable the improvement of thermal comfort to be
integrated into a building without the use of artificial
means and expendable energy. Now, when it seems
that even the drowsy Negev (the southern half of the
Israeli land area, which houses only about 7 percent of
the country's population) is awakening to a building
surge, it is desirable to clarify these methods, and even
to try to apply them in new building projects. What's
more, as an ever increasing worldwide need for
housing construction is evident, much of it in hot arid
lands, the "right" type of building technology should
be used to improve standards of living and decrease
the use of purchased energies.

This article demonstrates a number of climatic and
energy characteristics of building in the desert. It takes
as its subject an examination of a recently completed
house in the new Neve -Zin neighborhood of the Sede-
Boker Campus of Ben -Gurion University of the Negev,
the first real "solar" or "bio- climatic" neighborhood in
Israel. The house chosen is the Etzion House (Fig. 1),
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which was designed by and built for the author of this
article. It was chosen for examination here because of
the author's first -hand familiarity with its design
considerations and characteristics.

THE CLIMATE OF THE NEGEV

It is necessary, first of all, to introduce the Negev
and its environmental conditions, and also to correct
several misconceptions and false "truths" concerning
the climate in most of its regions. The relatively high
Negev regions (300 m and above) are not areas as hot,
for example, as the Arava or the Beit -Shean Valley
(both along the Jordan Rift). The higher regions of the
Negev may be characterized as having cold, uncom-
fortable winters and summers that are hot during the
day but usually pleasant at night. The Sede -Boker
Campus is located at 30.8' latitude north, 500 m above
sea level. Average annual rainfall is 80 mm, but there
is a considerable deviation from year to year.

The climate is considered hot and dry during the
summer, with an average maximum temperature of
32 °C and an average daytime temperature of 24 °C.
Solar radiation is very strong, and may reach 7.7 Kwh/
m2 x day on a horizontal surface (during June and
July). In the summer, ambient relative humidity is very
low, between 20 percent and 40 percent during most of
the day, but it rises considerably during the night,
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Figure 1 The Etzton House, section (opposite page)
andplan (above)

first "truth" that
should be refuted re-

arding bio- climatic
ilding design is t

the dir "owl orienta-
tion of the building is
the key to achieving
thermal comfort.

Ground floor:
1. entry

2. study
3. guests
4. dining
5. living

O. master bdrm.
7. courtyard
8. kitchen
10. garage

First floor:
1. open space

above living

2. bedroom
3. study
4. bedroom
5. family
6. terrace
s. kitchen

when the ambient tempera-
ture drops sharply, to reach
90 percent. Summer daily
temperature fluctuation is
about 18 °C, and the average
temperature is within the
range of thermal comfort.

Winter is cold, sometimes
rainy, and uncomfortable.
The average temperature in
January is 10 °C and the
average minimum daily
temperature is 3 °C. The
temperature at night often
drops below freezing (0 °C).
The intensity of solar radia-
tion during the winter is
relatively high and reaches 3.3
Kwh/m2 x day on a horizontal
surface, and about 4.6 Kwh/
m2 x day on a south - facing
vertical surface (Fig. 2). These
conditions make Sede -Boker
an almost ideal location for
buildings that achieve thermal
comfort in the winter by
employing solar energy.
Thermal comfort generated
by the sun adds to the quality
of life and is definitely
economical.

BUILDING DESIGN:
SEALING THE ENVELOPE

The concept guiding building design in this climate
is the creation of an envelope, sealed as far as possible
against the passage of energy. In this envelope should be
openings, allowing desirable -but controlled, both in
time and in quantity - passage of natural energy from
the house outwards and vice versa. The house should be
massive, with a relatively high thermal capacity.

The first "truth" that should be refuted regarding
building design is that the directional orientation of the
building is the key to achieving thermal comfort. A
house built according to the concept guiding the design
of the Etzion House is largely insensitive to its orienta-
tion. If the envelope is really well insulated and has a
significant thermal capacity, there is not much difference
in the thermal performance of a house facing south
compared to houses facing other directions, because the
envelope is, practically speaking, almost sealed to the
passage of energy. Orienting the openings, though, is
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Figure 2. Winter and summer radiation intensities in Sede-Boker on
various building elevations.
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very important, as will be explained further on. Thus
the popular opinion that the bio- climatic house must
have a long southern exposure is not necessarily
correct: a long south -facing elevation is needed only for
positioning the south -facing windows, and it should be
large enough to enable just that. It is possible, there-
fore, to say that solar or bio- climatic architecture does
not have to be monotonous and boring, as many of its
opponents claim.

Sealing the envelope against uncontrolled passage of
energy should reduce to a minimum the possible
overheating of the house in the summer and its cooling
in the winter. In order to "manage" the energy economy
of the house, no energy should be allowed to pass
through the walls, as far as is technically and economi-
cally possible. Desirable transfer of energy, allowing for
heating the house by solar energy in the winter and
cooling it in the summer by nighttime ventilation,
should be done only through and by the openings.

The building's significant thermal capacity should
contribute to stabilizing the large daily temperature
fluctuations typical of the desert and also should
increase the building's thermal lag time, which is the
time that passes, for instance, between the peak
external temperature and the peak internal tempera-
ture. Figure 3 shows, schematically, the differences
between the thermal behavior of a "light" building
(such as a mobile home) and a "heavy" building.
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The external walls of the Etzion House were
built according to these guidelines (Fig. 4). The
internal layer of the wall is built of solid silicate
blocks, which constitute an integral part of the
storage mass of the building. On the external
side of the wall an insulating layer is attached,
consisting of 5 -cm -thick polystyrene board. The
insulating layer was glued to the blocks using a
special acrylic mortar. The wall was plastered
over with one layer of acrylic plaster, into which
a reinforcing polyester mesh, capable of resisting
an alkaline environment, was embedded before
hardening. A second layer of the same acrylic
plaster was then applied over the first one. In
order to prevent heating of the wall as a result of
exposure to solar radiation, and in order to
prevent the desert sand and dust from adhering
to the surface (which turns almost every building
in the Negev to desert colors), the external wall
surfaces were kept white and smooth.

The expected energy performance of the wall
used in the Etzion House exceeds the require-
ments of the standard established by the Israel

Standards Institute (Standard 1045). The thermal
resistance (R) of the wall is 2.0 m2( °C) /watt. Its thermal
storage capability is 60 watt(hrs.) /m2( °C), and its
damping coefficient is 0.21. The thermal time constant
of this wall is about 160 hours.

It is very important to note that the order of the
layers of the wall is of supreme importance. If the order
of the layers was different -in other words, if the
thermal insulation was placed on the inside of the
wall -only the thermal resistance of the wall (R) would
remain constant (because it consists of an algebraic
sum of the thermal resistances of all the layers). The
wall's storage capacity would be reduced almost to zero
because the insulating layer would cut off the storage
mass from the internal space of the building and the
thermal time constant of the wall would be reduced to
approximately one hour. In the Etzion House, in order
to increase the thermal storage capacity of the building,
even the internal walls were built of solid silicate
blocks.

The roof section chosen for the Etzion House is an
"inverted roof' with a large dose of thermal insulation.
Owing to considerations similar to those described for
the walls, insulation was placed on the external side of
the roof. The inverted roof section was chosen, in spite
of the problems sometimes associated with installation
of various devices on it and its maintenance, because of
its ability to protect the sealing layer of the roof. Most
sealing materials suffer in the Negev from two phenom-
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ena that significantly shorten their life spans: exposure
to solar radiation, which dries them out and makes
them brittle, and extreme fluctuations of their surface
temperature between daytime and nighttime (up to
60 °C), which causes the layer to "work" and deterio-
rate. Placing the insulation on top of the sealing layer
protects the latter from solar radiation and also reduces
the temperature fluctuations to which it is exposed.

The roof structure of the Etzion House is made of
structural concrete, which has a significant thermal
capacity. Above it is a layer of light- weight concrete
(drainage), a sealing layer, and a 10 -cm -thick polysty-
rene board, the underside of which is perforated to
permit water runoff under it. On top of the insulating
layer was placed a layer of Polya gravel to a depth of 5
cm; the gravel's job is simply to keep the insulation in
place. This roof has a very high R value -3.6 m2( °C)/
watt -(mainly to protect from solar radiation in the
summer, but also to keep the heat inside during the
winter), a dumping coefficient of 0.3, and a time
constant of almost 300 hours.

WINDOWS: OPENING THE ENVELOPE BY DESIGN

The openings of a building can be a joy or a
burden, depending on their design and location. The
openings can either supply a significant proportion
(sometimes almost all) of the heating required in the
winter, or they may be a "hole" in the sealed envelope

----- air
"heavy" building
"light" building,.ii

%; j

0600 1200 1800 2400 0600
time of day

Figure 3 (above) Schematic thermal behavior of "heavy" versus
`fight" structures

Figure 4 (nght). External wall section of the Etzion House

through which there is an uncontrolled passage of
energy. In the summer the openings can be, on one
hand, well protected, allowing for very little increase in
the internal heat level, or they can be a source of
significant and harmful heating; it all depends on their
design, placement, and quality of performance in the
building.

The design of the windows should maximize solar
gain in the winter and minimize such gain in the
summer. Window design also should minimize the
penetration of hot air into the building during the hot
hours of the summer and of cold air during the winter,
while allowing massive ventilation on cool summer
nights. The building's significant thermal capacity
should contribute to stabilizing the large daily tempera-
ture fluctuations typical of the desert, and also should
increase the building's thermal lag time. From the
aspect of solar radiation, the most important factor is
the orientation of the windows. The large differences in
levels of radiation between winter and summer in Sede-
Boker (see Fig. 2) is mainly a result of the different
altitude angles of the sun in each season, which causes
different angles of incidence on the planes, and the
different number of hours during which the wall and
the roof are exposed to the sun. The different solar
radiation intensities from each direction show that the
most preferred direction for openings is south: in
winter (January), a window in a southern wall can
supply about 4 Kwh/m2 x day of heating energy (which
is about 90 percent of overall radiation falling on the
window surface, the transmittance coefficient of
traditional commercial glass being about 0.9). The
northern orientation is defined as a "loser" in the
winter: in most cases in Israel, more energy is lost
through a northern window than can be gained through
that window from the sun (in this case, only reflected
and bounced radiation). Therefore, because of winter
considerations, it is desirable to reduce north- facing
windows to a minimum (Fig. 5).

Exterior

Reinforced acrylic plaster

5 cm expanded polystyrene

20 cm silicate blocks
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Figure 5. North and east elevations of the Etzion House; notice the small
openings in the northern elevation.

From the aspect of thermal comfort in the interior
space, it is recommended to double -glaze northern
windows (to raise their surface temperature and to
reduce radiation from human bodies to them), even
though these windows may not have an unequivocal
economic advantage over traditional windows.

The windows facing east and west present the most
difficulties. In the winter they usually will be in a kind
of balance between loss and gain, and so their benefit
is, at most, doubtful. In the summer (June), however,
owing to the 5 Kwh/m2 x day these windows are
exposed to, they are a considerable source of massive
and damaging heating. The logical conclusion is that
these windows should be avoided altogether, unless
there is a special reason for their placement. It should.
be noted that in the summer there is more radiation
each day per unit of area on the western and eastern
walls than there is on the southern wall in the winter,
and that with the radiation that falls on the southern
wall during the winter it is possible to heat the house
when the temperatures outside are significantly colder!
The Etzion House has no windows facing west (Fig. 6),
but a few windows face east, admitting a breathtaking
view of the Zin Canyon Cliffs. Blocking off this view
would be a totally unpardonable "sin." Besides, one
does not build a house only to save energy.

The size of the southern windows (Fig. 7) was
established by the ratio of solar radiation to load (Solar
Load Ratio, or SLR). In heavy and well insulated
structures like the Etzion House, it is possible to
calculate with a high degree of accuracy the necessary
size of the windows based on average monthly external
temperatures in the cold months. It is possible to
calculate the expected heating load of the house, to
decide which portion should be supplied by the sun (a
primarily economic decision), and to design the size of
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the windows accordingly. An examination of a sample
of the solar houses now being built in Neve -Zin shows
that the area of the southern windows usually repre-
sents 15 to 20 percent of the floor area of the house. In
the Etzion House there also are a number of northern
rooms that benefit from the southern winter sun,
which is admitted through a few clerestory windows
(see Section A -A, Fig. 1).

Protecting the interior of the house from heating by
solar radiation incident on the windows during the
summer (assuming that the rest of the envelope is
sealed against energy penetration) is very important for
achieving thermal comfort in the house. Here, too, a
number of well -known "truths" must be refuted.
Figure 8 shows the breakdown of types of radiation as
measured close to the Neve -Zin neighborhood. It
appears that in the winter a large proportion of the
radiation hitting the envelope is direct. In the summer,
however, the direct radiation becomes a relatively
small proportion of the overall radiation hitting the
structure's surface (20 percent); most of the radiation
is diffused from the atmosphere or reflected from the
light -colored ground surface (reflection coefficient of
approximately 0.3).

The conclusion that must be drawn from this is that
special overhangs and permanent shading elements
over glazed openings are of very limited benefit under
these conditions, and that it is not desirable to count
on them, especially in the Negev. The solution is
exterior blinds or other movable shading mechanisms
that can absolutely, or almost absolutely, prevent solar
radiation from hitting the windows (Fig. 9). It is
superfluous to point out that internal blinds, such as
venetian blinds, are useless in this case, as they block
only radiation that has already penetrated into the
building. Since the radiation heating the structure



Figure 6. The western elevation of the Etzion House; notice the lack of openings.

during the summer is diffused and directionless,
shutters are required in all window orientations.

The Etzion House has a number of small northern
windows (area of each is about 0.65 m2) in each of the
rooms on the second floor (see Fig. 5). In the main
spaces of the lower floor there are relatively large
openings, double -glazed, which also point north-
wards. These openings are used for cooling the house
in the summer and were installed in spite of their
negative performance in the winter. In the winter these
windows will remain closed all day. In the summer,
they will be closed during the daytime, their blinds
lowered, but will be wide open in the late afternoon
hours, when the outside temperature already will be
below that desired inside the house; they will remain
open all night. Through these windows a large volume
of cool desert air should flow, which will "flood" the
house during the night and remove from it both the
small amount of heat that managed to penetrate the
"sealed" envelope during the day and the heat that was
generated in it by equipment and people.

Because it is desirable to reduce the size of the
windows on the one hand (winter and summer days),
but on the other hand it is desirable to have large
openings for ventilation (summer nights), a small
window was designed whose blind opens, with the
help of a special mechanism, only to be perpendicular
to the wall (see Fig. 5). This blind serves as a kind of a
reflection shelf, creating some higher air pressure near
the window and thus increasing the quantity and
velocity of air entering through the window by about
50 to 60 percent. Assisting this mechanism is the fact
that the governing breezes, mainly in the afternoon
hours of the summer, always come from the northwest
at about a 45° angle to the north facade.

The house was designed to achieve, in winters,
internal temperatures in the range of 18 to 20 °C, with

Figure 7. A typical view of the southern elevation on a clear winter day.

the sun providing more than 90 percent of the neces-
sary heating; summer internal temperatures average in
the range of 23 to 26 °C. In the summer, these expected
temperatures, combined with the low daytime relative
humidity (20 to 50 percent during the hot hours),
promise thermal comfort within the house.

It was planned to achieve these temperatures
without artificial air conditioning, cooling, or heating,
except for some backup, which may seldom be required
throughout the year. Considering the fact that the
average energy cost for heating a 70 to 100 m2 house at
the Sede -Boker Campus in an average winter is more
than $500, the monetary savings obtained in keeping a
large house like this one thermally comfortable by using
solar energy for heating and by "proper" design are
considerable.

It should be pointed out that expected winter
temperatures are "real," sensible temperatures, reflecting
both the air temperature and surface temperatures
inside the house. In contrast, in houses where heating is
based on convective heating of the air within and/or
radiative heating, particularly in cases where the heating
is intermittent, the surface temperatures of the walls,
floors, and roofs usually will be lower than that of the
air, and the effective sensible temperature inside the
house will also be lower.
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Figure 8 (left). Summer and winter radiation
distribution on a southern wall.

Figure 9 (below). A typical view of the southern
elevation of the Etzion House on a summer day.

Total: 4.65 kwh/m2 /day Total: 2.62 kwh/r

THE VALUE OF THE COURTYARD

Another "truth" that has been proven incorrect in
the Negev Highlands is that summer days are very hot
and that it is difficult to protect oneself from the heat
during these hours. Observations indicate that because
of the large amplitude of daily temperatures in this
season, good thermal conditions actually exist outdoors
during most of the day. A slightly simplistic, though
quite accurate, calculation shows that assuming that
the daily temperature amplitude is about 18 °C, average
hourly change of temperature is about 1.5 °C. If the
average daytime maximum, measured at about 3 p.m.,
in the hottest summer months is about 32 °C, then by 6
p.m. the temperature will already be about 28 °C and
will remain below this value until about noon of the
following day. The combination of 28 °C with 30 to 40
percent humidity is a very comfortable one, and
residents of many parts of the country would welcome
it. In fact, the beginning of the thermally comfortable
period is usually even earlier, because, except for
"Hamsin" days (characterized by very hot and dry
easterly winds), the Negev is blessed with a daily
northwesterly and relatively cool breeze, which starts at
around 4 p.m. and continues until 10 or 11 p.m.

It is natural, then, that spending time outside, in the
shade, during the hours after work, even during the
hottest summer months, is comfortable and should be
taken advantage of. For this reason, the Etzion House is
shaped like a three- sided, U- shaped box, built around
a small courtyard whose open end faces north.

All the important spaces of the house open into this
courtyard: the family room, the parents' bedroom, and
the kitchen. The courtyard's orientation is to the north
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so that it will catch the comfortable summer breezes.
Facing north, the courtyard is also almost totally
shaded from the sun; part of it is shaded by the second
floor volume, which manages, even in June, when the
sun is at its highest, to keep most of the courtyard
shaded during most of the day (see Fig. 1, Section A-
A). The shading of the courtyard reduces significantly
the effective temperature in it by neutralizing the
element of radiation and also by maintaining the
external wall surfaces surrounding the courtyard at a
relatively low temperature. The result is a courtyard,
very useful during most of the year, where a large
portion of the inhabitants' activities can take place.

If the courtyard were to face south, most of the
positive features of the northern courtyard would be
lost. It is important, therefore, to differentiate between
a southern exposure of glazed openings and the
location of attached external spaces, whose recom-
mended location is on the north side of the building.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING

The performance of the house is evident in the data
collected during the summer and winter of 1993 -94.
For technical reasons, the monitoring period has not
been extended for weeks at a time, but a few spot
measurements of a few days each were taken during
both summer and winter. More intensive monitoring of
the house will be undertaken in the near future, and
those results will enable very intensive and detailed
examination of various aspects of the building's
performance. For the time being, however, the follow-
ing results give a general idea of the house's perfor-
mance.
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Measurements were taken at various points in the

house; those presented here show the temperature
pattern in the living room. Measurements were taken at
three different heights above floor level: 0.5 m, 1.6 m
(head height), and 4.5 m. The results displayed in the
accompanying charts are the daily averages of the three
heights.

Chart 1 shows the performance of the house during
a random period at the end of the summer of 1993. It
shows that during three typical days during the
summer (August 8 -19) the average temperature inside
the house was 24.9 °C, with a standard deviation of
1.61 °C, while temperatures outside averaged 30.8 °C,
with a standard deviation of 8.6 °C. The temperature
inside was, on average, cooler by about 6 °C than was

standard deviation of 1.91 °C. Outside at the same time,
the average was 11.11 °C, with a standard deviation of
2.88 °C.

It must be emphasized that these internal tempera-
tures were obtained with no added heating at all,
meaning that all the heating energy needed was
obtained from the sun. The winter of 1993 -94 recorded
temperatures somewhat higher than the typical Sede-
Boker winter (about 1 °C above normal) and enabled
100 -percent reliance on solar energy. It is estimated
that in a typical winter the solar saving fraction will be
slightly smaller.

More than anything else, the Etzion House has
proved to be a pleasant and comfortable house to live
in. It takes some of the biggest liabilities of the desert
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the temperature outside, and its stability was greater:
its standard deviation was less than one -fifth of the
standard deviation of the temperature outside. It can
also be added here that the relatively large internal
amplitude stems from the intentional nighttime
ventilation.

The winter measurements (Chart 2) were taken
during January 10 -19, 1994, and show that the average
temperature inside the house was 19.09 °C , with a

Chart 1 (left). The Etzion House: typical ambient and internal summer
temperatures over a three -day period.

Chart 2 (below). The Etzion House: typical ambient and internal winter
temperatures over a ten -day period.
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and uses them in a manner that turns those liabilities
into assets. This, from a certain point of view, might be
regarded as the essence of bio- climatic architecture.

Yair Etzion is Head of the Desert Architecture Unit at the J.
Blaustein Institutefor Desert Research, Ben -Gurion University of
the Negev, Sede -Bober Campus, Israel 84990.
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SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY PLANNING

The energy crisis of the 1970s brought
ß

Z the industrialized nations of the Western

.;' . 1 " a Hemisphere face to face with a new

ß reality: their cities, especially those in the
s

United States, are poorly positioned to

deal with a growing population in a

future of diminishing fossil fuels.

Figure 1. Key organizational concepts of the master plan for Civano Solar
Village. (Used by permission Wayne Moody.)
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Attempts by architects and
engineers to design for the
new reality have led to a
renewed interest in the
potential of solar energy and
energy conservation to meet
the needs of an uncertain
energy future. The worldwide
experiments of the late '70s
and early '80s brought about
an interesting juxtaposition of
high -tech/low -tech engineering solutions, as well as a
new attitude about energy responsibility in architec-
tural design. A common ground for these diverse
attitudes to saving energy was to examine successful
historical precedents for clues to low -cost, energy -
saving design strategies. Possibly the most enduring
results of the energy crisis have been the continuing
experiments with alternate sources of fuel (primarily
solar and wind), alternate types of buildmg construc-
tion (adobe, rammed earth, straw bale, and others),
and the many and varied energy - conservation pro-
grams sponsored by local utilities.

But have we, as environmental designers, really
learned from the energy scare of the 1970s? Or have we
once again become consenting handmaidens to
economic and development interests? In the United
States, where nearly 60 percent of the energy con-
sumed goes to transportation, it is imperative that we
combine land use and transportation design to achieve
a sustainable balance. Superficially, the specter of
dwindling energy resources has been pushed aside by
development of more energy- efficient automobiles and
by government assurances that we have, by political
means, secured the sources of fossil fuel energy.

Figure 2. Comparison of traditional neighborhood density pattern (left)
with planned Civano Solar Village density pattern. (Used by permission
Wayne Moody.)

STANDARD TUCSON NEIGHBORHOOD Denny PATTERN CNANO NEIGHBORHOOD DENStfY PATTERN

THE WESTERN U.S. CITY

The low -density U S city of the second half of the
twentieth century seems particularly vulnerable in the
on -going battle against diminishing energy because of
its traditional marriage to the automobile. The fast -
growing cities of the American West have inhented the
urban morphology tradition of a previous time and
place and, often, of a completely different climate The
outstanding examples of the Arizona cities of Tucson
and Phoenix over the past three decades clearly show
leapfrog development based on land speculation and
almost total reliance on the automobile. The U.S.
planning tendency to separate land use from transpor-
tation design makes holistic design for energy conser-
vation difficult. This piecemeal decision -making has
produced artificially large suburban infrastructures,
which are energy- wasting rather than energy- conserv-
ing. This type of city, now standard in the American
West, will be especially vulnerable to any future energy
shortage.

What can we do as planners of the built environ-
ment to anticipate the inevitable next energy shortage
and the functional brown -out our overextended cities
will experience? It may not be too late to seriously
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consider our options while we still have the relatively
cheap energy to do so. The key seems to be in search-
ing for a balance between resource use and conserva-
tion in the designs and plans we propose. In order to
rethink the future of the Western city, we need to
reacquaint ourselves with the attitudes of two decades
ago, but on a larger and more inclusive scale.

Planning sustainable communities -the term in
vogue for the 1990s- requires a new and more holistic
way of making design/planning decisions. Sustainable
design implies that energy conservation cannot be
confined only to individual projects (buildings,
complexes, or highways), but must be achieved

Figure 3. The open space system planned for Civano Solar Village. (Used by
permission Wayne Moody.)

through a carefully coordinated resource management
plan on either the municipal or regional level. Achiev-
ing meaningful energy strategies may entail regional
planning and management for the common good that
seem to fly in the face of all- American individualism.
We will need to consider strategies that are overarching
and sometimes threatening to the status quo. Fortu-
nately, a few communities already have experimented
successfully with energy conservation on the commu-
nity or regional scale. Outstanding communitywide
conservation work has been done at Boulder, Colorado,
and at Davis, California. One of the most interesting
energy conserving community projects, the Civano
Solar Village near Tucson, gives us clues about how to

reduce energy consumption
by more than 50 percent
through carefully coordinat-
ing site design and land use.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
IN ENERGY-CONSCIOUS

PLANNING

Researchers Victor and
Aladar Olgyay anticipated the
1970s energy crisis by at least
two decades in their earliest
published energy -conserving
guidelines for house design:
"The Temperate House"
(1951) and "Bioclimatic
Approach to Architecture"
(1953). These were followed
by the important Application
of Climate Data to House
Design (1953) and the articles
"The Theory of Sol -Air
Orientation" (1954a) and
"Environment and Building
Shape" (1954b). Aladar
Olgyay's comprehensive Solar
Control and Shading Devices
was published in 1957,
followed by Victor Olgyay's
textbook Design with Climate
(1963). The last -named book
expanded the concept of
climatic design to include the
urban form and, as such,
remains the basic reference
for most energy- conscious
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architects and planners. In a time of acceptance of
universal neighborhood layouts and international
architectural styles, Olgyay's works provided some of
the very few bright moments in several decades of
conspicuous design executed with little regard for
energy consumption.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, several guides to
designing energy -conserving houses and other small
buildings appeared, including R. Parachek's Desert
Architecture (1967), D. Wright's Natural Solar Architec-
ture (1978), J. Cook's Cool Houses for Hot Suburbs
(1979/1984), and D. Bainbridge's Village Homes: Solar
House Designs (1979). As important as these works
were to architects and engineers of an emerging solar
age, they rarely went beyond proposing energy strate-
gies at the scale of the individual building.

A parallel and complementary energy direction,
emphasizing the larger community or regional scale,
appeared at approximately the same time. Often
acknowledged as the first published report of a
community's attempt to conserve energy were The
Davis Experiment (Duffield 1977) and A Better Place to
Live (Corbett and Corbett 1981). Other publications,
such as Duffield's Solar Energy, Water and Industrial
Systems in Arizona (1973), the American Planning
Association's Energy Efficient Land Use (1979), and
Energy Efficient Community Development Techniques
(Crane et al. 1981) also served to explore energy
conservation on a larger scale.

E. G. McPherson's important Energy Conserving Site
Design (1984) and P Paylore and K. Clark's Desert
Housing (1980) were the first among recent publica-
tions to consider the questions of land use and of
buildings in a holistic sense, bringing us back to
Victor Olgyay's initial concerns. Several important
recent works, led by S. Van der Ryn and P. Calthorpe's
Sustainable Communities (1986) and J. Corbett's Land
Use Strategies for More Livable Places (1990), have called
for a more global view of energy savings through
holistic design.

Clearly, the 1990s' sensitivities to environmental/
resource conservation and efforts to save energy
through communitywide programs supports a rethink-
ing of our role as designers of a sustainable environ-
ment. The worldwide Green Architecture movement of
the current decade has taught us how to expand our
design responsibilities in terms of conservation. The
1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and

Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro served to
focus attention on the importance of international
cooperation to assure a sustainable world. Environ-
mental concerns raised during 1993 U.S. Congres-
sional deliberations prior to passage of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) drew
attention to the need for a resource -planning agenda
that transcends political boundaries. Redefining energy
conservation through a holistic planning process is the
only logical means to achieve sustainability in a future
of limited resources.

A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO
PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURE

McPherson and colleagues (1984) present us with a
valuable listing of energy -conserving options for the
community, neighborhood, cluster, and building, as
well as further savings to be achieved by their efficient
operation and management. Categories presented for
energy conservation are:

functions (mix of uses, location of uses)

services (public safety, communications, waste
collection, delivery)

systems (circulation, utilities, lighting, access,
heating/cooling, water, electrical, stormwater)

site features (land form, landscape planting/
materials, water areas/ways, pavements,
parking)

buildings (arrangement, location, basic design/
construction, fenestration, lighting, 1-1VAC
sources/operations, water systems, electrical
systems, appliances/mechanical).
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Given this listing of potential energy -conserving
opportunities, it becomes increasingly clear that an
integrated holistic approach is required for achieving
real sustainability, since decisions in any individual
category may negate energy savings in another. As a
general approach, McPherson suggests several objec-
tives for developing energy- and resource -conserving
environments. First, we should explore alternative
means to reduce our dependence on the automobile as
generator of lifestyle and urban form. Second is the
need to increase local employment and local produc-
tion of consumer goods accessible to all income
groups. Next, we must be as self -sufficient in energy
production as possible, including a well -considered
water management strategy. As part of any plan for
sustainability, agricultural production must be consid-
ered a primary use rather than as provider of a reserve
zone for future housing development. Further, we must
reconsider the delivery of educational and governmen-
tal services in a more efficient manner.

In sum, the design of the physical environment
should reflect a healthy and nonconsumptive social
attitude implemented by way of a participatory
planning process.

CIVANO: TUCSON'S SOLAR VILLAGE

The guiding plan for Civano Solar Village, a project
now in the land -acquisition phase of development, was
crafted by a consultant team directed by Wayne Moody,
principal project manager for Community Design
Associates of Tucson, working under contract to The
Planning Center and in cooperation with the Arizona
State Land Department and the Tucson/Pima County
Metropolitan Energy Commission.

The master plan for Civano, to be located at the
eastern edge of the Tucson Basin in semiarid southern
Arizona, proposes an 820 -acre mixed -use community
of 2,500 dwelling units organized around three
neighborhood centers, a community school (kindergar-
ten through eighth grade), and a visitor center and
conference center with hotel (Fig. 1). Forming the
village center will be 285,000 square feet of retail/
commercial space. Immediately adjacent to the village
center will be a light industrial, office, service, and
research zone designed to generate 1,500 jobs. Consis-
tent with its location at the base of the roadless Rincon
Mountains, the Civano community plan incorporates
400 acres of public open space and recreation areas.
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Although each parcel will be accessible by automo-
bile, the primary internal circulation system is designed
to encourage both bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
Provisions have been made for a future internal
community tram system. Civano is linked with the
existing regional bus system, bicycle trails system, and
recreational hiking trails system.

Residential units will be clustered in small develop-
ments around the Village Center and the adjacent
Employment Center (see Fig. 1). The highest residen-
tial densities are within one -quarter mile of the Village
Center and decline with distance from it. Residential
densities range from a high of 35 units per acre at the
Village Center to one per acre at the periphery of the
development. This is in marked contrast to density
patterns in traditional neighborhoods (Fig. 2).

An open space system, composed of a Resource
Conservation Area of 300 contiguous acres, will form
a continuous linkage system, enabling an open space/
pedestrian linkage between each residential unit, the
commercial center, and all civic uses (Fig. 3).

Specific energy and resource conservation goals
established by the Tucson/Pima County Metropolitan
Energy Commission guided all planning and design
efforts. The major performance targets cited here are in
comparison with actual 1989 levels for Tucson:

reduce energy consumption by 75 percent

reduce water consumption by 65 percent

reduce air pollution by 40 percent

reduce solid waste production by 90 percent

provide one job on site for every two homes built.

Table 1 projects achievement of these primary goals
over a 75 -year future. In a phased plan, the community
will contain a balance of land uses at all stages. The
Village Center and Plaza provide a central social and
business focus and are linked to all parts of the village
by pedestrian, bicycle, and community tram systems.
Land use is distributed so that 50 percent of the
residents and 70 percent of the jobs are within one-
quarter mile of the Village Center. Thanks to an
increase in housing densities, 37 percent of the site
will be devoted to recreational, agricultural, and
educational uses. Pedestrian, bicycle, and public
transportation systems will be conveniently located to
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Saved Resource Annual Savings 75 -Year Savings Avoided Costs'

Energy (electricity) 30,000 Mwhrs 2.25 Gwhrs $ 180.00 million2
Gasoline 990,000 gal. 67 million gal. 75.00 million3
CO2 (combined) 34,459 tons 2.6 million tons 78.00 million
SO2 89.49 tons 6712 tons 10.59 million
NOx 89.58 tons 6719 tons 45.93 million
Water 144 million gal. 10.8 billion gal. 17.60 million
Solid waste 1535 tons 115,000 tons 2.07 million4

Total Avoided Costs in Constant 1991 Dollars $409.19 million

Source: Tucson -Pima County Metropolitan Energy Commission

(1) Pollution costs are those adopted by Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities.
(2) Electricity savings are based upon annual usage of 32 Mwhrs for residential (1990 housing

design standards, assuming all- electric) and 8Mwhrs for commercial -industrial, at $.08/
kwh avg. Carbon intensity from electrical generation is assumed at 1.6 lbs/KWhr.

(3) Gasoline calculations assume normal average 17,880 miles/household, 20 mpg city avg.
and a carbon intensity of 6.1 lbs/gallon constant (includes carbon emissions from gasoline
production).

(4) Landfill costs are from City of Tucson Operations Department, estimated at $18 /ton by
1995. Per capita generation is assumed at 0.31 tons/year.

Table 1. Projected 75 year energy and environmental savings at Civano
Solar Village. (Used by permission Wayne Moody)

origins and destinations in Civano, reducing the need
to rely on personal automobiles.

The residential development is oriented to maximize
southern and northern exposures and access to natural
breezes, thus maximizing the use of passive solar design
for summer cooling and winter heating. In addition,
photovoltaic solar arrays for energy production will be
used to shade parking areas, large rooftops, and
unusable areas within utility easements. Reclaimed
effluent is to be used for all exterior irrigation.

The organization of each neighborhood is around a
neighborhood center, with pedestrian/bike linkage to
the Village Center. The smaller residential clusters (25
to 35 units) are each oriented around common pedes-
trian paths reflecting the natural drainage systems of the
site. Perimeter automobile access will be permitted to
each housing unit.

CONCLUSIONS

Civano represents a departure from normal planning
because it was conceived by means of a holistic
approach to living in a future of limited resources. Its
location near Tucson is particularly meaningful, since
Tucson's suburban form mirrors that of many other
fast -growing cities of the American West and elsewhere.
Civano is attempting to show Tucson, a city located in
the extreme climate of the Sonoran Desert, what form
that city might have taken, given a holistic approach to
land use and energy conservation. As such, Civano can
provide a model approach for communities that seek to
remain viable in a future of less plentiful energy.

Kenneth N. Clark is Professor of Architecture and Chair of the
Interdisciplinary Planning Program at The University of Arizona.
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PUBLICATIONS

STRAW BALE CONSTRUCTION

Build It With Bales: A Step -by -Step Guide to Straw -
Bale Construction, by S.O. MacDonald and Matts
Myhrman (80 pp., illustrated), is just what its title
promises: a guide to construction techniques for this
low -tech housing solution. MacDonald is a straw -bale
building enthusiast and advocate for low -cost, debt -
free housing. Myhrman is co -owner of Out On Bale,
the outfit that published the book and that describes
itself as "a global resource for straw -bale construction
information and education;" OOB also publishes The
Last Straw, a quarterly journal. The book is available in
quantities of 30 or more (US$12 each plus shipping)
from Build It With Bales, 1037 East Linden Street,
Tucson AZ 85719 USA, or in smaller quantities (US$18
each plus shipping) from Out on Bale By Mail at the
same address; write for details.
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The list of sources immediately following is reprinted by
permission from In Business, a bi- monthly magazine for
environmental entrepreneurs published by JG Press Inc.,
419 State Avenue, Emmaus PA 18049 USA; telephone,
(215) 967 -4135.

RESPONSIBLE BUILDING MATERIALS

The Guide to Resource -Efficient Building Elements.
A reorganized and updated 75 -page edition of this
respected directory of building materials and manufac-
turers has been released by The Center for Resourceful
Building Technology (CRBT). Additionally. the
ReCRAFT 90 Handbook, a case study detailing the
construction of the group's first demonstration house,
is now available. Founded by builder Steve Loken in
1990, CRBT has been consulting with utility compa-
nies in Seattle, Washington, and Phoenix, Arizona, on
selection of materials for demonstration homes they're
constructing. Price for both the Handbook (US$12.50)

and the Guide (US$25) includes shipping and han-
dling. For more information, contact Stephanie Wyse,
Program Coordinator, CRBT, P.O. Box 3866, Missoula
MT 59806 USA; telephone, (406) 549 -7678.

Interior Concerns Resource Guide. Editor Victoria
Schomer describes this wealth of information as "a
100 -page cataloging of specific groups of products
appropriate to designing and building, the environ-
mental issues surrounding their selection. and listings
of hundreds of companies offering these products."
The Guide costs US$40 (with shipping). The Interior
Concerns Newsletter, published by the same company, is
US$30. A continuing education course addressing
indoor air quality, energy efficiency issues, and alterna-
tive materials also is available from Interior Concerns
Publications, P.O. Box 2386, Mill Valley CA 94942
USA; telephone, (415) 3898049; fax, (415) 388 -8322.

The Sourcebook for Sustainable Design. This guide
to environmentally responsible building materials and
processes was prepared by Architects for Social
Responsibility/Boston Society of Architects and edited
by Andrew St. John. It includes detailed explanations
of and sources for materials including concrete, metals,
wood, plastics, doors, windows, and finishes. Copies
are available for US$28 (which includes shipping and
handling) from The Boston Society of Architects, 52
Broad St., Boston MA 02109 USA; telephone, (617)
951 -1433 . Two other reports, Visions of Sustainability
and Architectural Responsibility for the Planet: Exploring
Designs for Sustainability, also are still in print.

Building Green: Audubon House. This 28- minute
VHS videotape, subtitled In Pursuit of Sustainable
Architecture and Energy Efficiency, provides an excellent
overview of how the National Audubon Society and
Croxton Collaborative, an architectural firm, took a
neglected 100- year -old building in New York City and
transformed it into a model of environmentally
responsible building design. Results were achieved by
integrating design principles, technologies, and off -the-
shelf products in a manner that is both cost -effective
and replicable. The video is US$12.95 and a compre-
hensive Technical Guide also is available. In addition,
the Society has started a Building for an Environmental
Future Fund (U.S. tax deductible contributions
welcome) to "change the way America builds." Contact
The National Audubon Society, 950 Third Ave., New
York NY 10022 USA. For more information on the
Technical Guide, call their Conservation Information
Department at (212) 546 -9195.
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE

Architect's Guide to Energy Conserving Products
and Systems. This new annual, another publication of
the AIA/ACSA Council on Architectural Research,
intends to provide accurate, up -to -date information on
building products with superior energy performance,
including availability, performance data, and other
features. The inaugural edition, published for a
controlled circulation of practicing architects and
schools of architecture, covers glazing and windows,
electronic ballasts, fluorescent lamps, and controls. For
more information, contact Philip Mitnick, Advertising
Representative, at (213) 850 -5367.

Energy Tools. The U.S. Department of Energy
currently supports a national network of R&D labora-
tories, several of which have programs concerned with
improving the energy performance of new and existing
buildings. The eighteen research products presented in
this 38 -page publication include software and manuals
addressing such subjects as daylighting, passive solar
design, moisture control, and the thermal performance
of windows. Details about each product and its
availability are described. Available from the Environ-
ment Research Program of the AIA/ACSA Council on
Architectural Research, 1735 New York Ave. NW,
Washington DC 20006 USA; telephone, (202) 785-
2324; fax, (202) 626 -7421.

CERENET. This energy simulation software can
calculate and graphically display a full year's analysis of
a building's energy behavior in under three minutes for
both retrofits and new designs. It was developed (and .
is marketed) by the Center for Energy Research/
Education/Service (CERES) at Ball State University.
According to a report sent by Robert Koester, director
of CERES, the center also is involved in numerous
other projects related to sustainable development, such
as a prototype computer -based expert system for
indoor air quality diagnostics, an exploration of energy
in the landscape, workshops that seek "to balance a
comprehensive approach to economic development by
integrating environmental concerns into the growth of
the community," and a "Green Report" that recom-
mends ways for Ball State to become "a model environ-
mentally conscious community from top to bottom."
Numerous publications and courses are available. For
details, contact CERES, Ball State University, Muncie IN
47306 USA; telephone, (317) 285 -1135.
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Green Lights Electronic Bulletin Board. Downloadable
versions of the latest EPA Green Lights participants list,
program information on lamp and ballast disposal issues,
applicable software, and upcoming workshops are
available. For instructions or more information, call the
Green Lights Hotline at (202) 775 -6650. A free yearly
subscription to the Green Lights Update newsletter is
available from Subscription Services, EPA Green Lights
Program, 401 M Street SW (6202J), Washington DC
20460 USA.

PLUG INTO A NETWORK

The Environmental Resource Guide (ERG). A quar-
terly subscription service produced by the AIAs Commit-
tee on the Environment, ERG provides information on the
environmental impact of building materials in addition to
reports, case studies, and bibliographies on sustainable
design. A yearly subscription is US$275 for non -mem-
bers, US$195 for members, and US$85 for students. To
increase distribution, the AIA is considering lowering
prices for some subscribers, as well as making the ERG
available via modem through the new AIA Online service.
Other reports and papers on environmental design also
are available. For details, contact the AIA in Washington,
DC, at (800) 365 -2724; fax, (800) 678 -7102.

Globuild -Net. According to Victoria Schomer, editor of
the Interior Concerns Resource Guide (see above), Globuild-
Net is targeted at "designers, architects and builders
concerned with issues of sustainability, health, and waste
management within their related building fields." In
addition to on -line discussions and a database focusing
on these areas, the system also offers connections to the
global Internet, providing access to thousands of addi-
tional information sources around the world. Fees are
US$25 for enrollment, US$12 per month, and then
averaging around US$8 to US$10 per hour for connect
time. Contact the network at P O. Box 2386, Mill Valley
CA 94942 USA; telephone, (415) 389 -8049; fax, (415)
388 -8322.

EDENet, the Ecological Designers Network. This
small but very useful database of individuals and profes-
sional organizations is intended to "encourage the
exchange of vital information that designers need to
expedite progress towards environmental sustainability."
Updated twice yearly, it was created by and is available
(for two first -class U.S. stamps) from Wendy Brawer,
Modern World Design, 157 Ludlow St., 4th Floor, New
York NY 10002 USA; telephone, (212) 529 -2694; fax,
(212) 674 -1631.
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BUILDING FOR SAFETY

The following books are part of the Building for Safety
series published by Intermediate Technology Publications
Ltd., 103 -105 Southampton Row, London WC1B 4HH,
United Kingdom. Its publications are available in the U.S.
through Women Ink, 777 United Nations Plaza,
New York NY 10017.

Building for Safety Compendium: An Annotated
Bibliography and Information Directory for Safe
Building Programmes in Disaster -Prone Areas, by Y.
Aysan, I. Davis, A. Clayton, and A. Co ry. 1993. £6.95;
US$13.50 (80 pp., paper). More than a hundred
"cheap and available" publications are annotated with
keywords. Major organizations, training institutions,
and other sources of information also are included. The
book is written for development workers involved in
building programs and disaster mitigation.

Developing Building for Safety Programmes:
Guidelines for Organizing Safe Building Programmes
in Disaster -Prone Areas, by Y. Aysan, I. Davis, A.
Clayton, and A. Cory. 1993. £7.95; US$15.50 (120
pp., paper). Included are discussions of obstacles and
opportunities, target audiences, and fundamental
issues, illustrated by ten case studies.

Communicating Building for Safety, by E. Dudley
and A. Haaland. 1993. £7.95; US$15.50 (80 pp.,
paper). This book is a how -to guide for those involved
in teaching the principles of building for safety.

Technical Principles of Building for Safety, by A.
Coburn, R. Spence, A. Pomonis, and R. Hughes. 1993.
£6.95; US$13.50 (120 pp., paper). Designed for
builders, householders, and communities, this book
includes sections on siting for safety in areas prone to
high winds, earthquakes, and flooding, and specific
guidelines for building safety in masonry (including
block, earth, and stone), timber, and reinforced
concrete structures. The emphasis is on improved
hazard resistance at minimum cost.

WATER -USE EFFICIENCY

The following publications are available from Rocky
Mountain Institute (RMI), 1739 Snowmass Creek Road,
Snowmass CO 81654 USA. They are selected from a much
more extensive list, which is available by writing to RMI.
If ordering, payment must be in the form of a check drawn
on a U.S. bank or an international money order in U.S.
dollars.

Graywater Systems, Composting Toilets, and
Rainwater Collection Systems: A Resource List. Pub.
W93 -18; 14 pp. (seven 8.5" x 11" sheets); US$7. An
extensive annotated bibliography lists books and
articles dealing with these technologies, dozens of
manufacturers, and selected organizations and agen-
cies.

Water Efficiency for Your Home: Products and
Advice Which Save Water, Energy, and Money. Pub.
W91 -26; 23 pp. (3.5" x 8" booklet); US$1, or US$0.50
each for 10 or more. A concise, practical guide to water
efficiency for the homeowner.

Water- Efficient Technologies: A Catalog for the
Residential/Light Commercial Sector, Second Edition,
by Colin Laird. Pub. W91 -18; 200 pp. (8" x 10"
paperback), illustrated with b&w product photos;
US$25. This catalog is indispensable for builders,
renovators, and homeowners thinking of making a
change for the better. It contains product descriptions
of 136 high- efficiency toilets (including one that uses a
stingy 1 quart per flush), showerheads, faucets and
faucet flow control devices (better, but often inaccu-
rately, known as aerators), lawn and garden irrigation
systems, and appliances. Manufacturer names, ad-
dresses, and phone numbers, code listings (where
applicable), lists of selected installations with contact
names and addresses (where available), and sources of
product evaluations, lab testing reports, or consumer
reviews (where available) add greatly to this
publication's usefulness.

Water -Efficient Landscaping: A Guide for Utilities
and Community Planners, by Scott Chaplin. Pub.
W94 -8; 45 pp. (plastic ring bound); US$10. More than
two dozen case studies illustrate methods and tech-
nologies for water saving of as much as 40 percent in
urban landscapes. Target readers include city planners,
landscape designers, and water professionals.

Water -Efficiency Sampler. Pub. W92 -1; 2 pp. (one
8.5" x 11" sheet); no charge. A quick overview of 15
projects, including retrofitting, water reuse and
reclamation, transfers, hook -up fee incentives,
graywater systems, and use of composting toilets.

Water Service Companies. Pub. W92 -12; 5
pp.(three 8.5" x 11" sheets); US$3. Outlines a new
wrinkle in environmental entrepreneuring: companies
that install water- efficient equipment "for free" and take
their payment as a percentage of the water savings.
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NEWS

ARID LANDS RESOURCE SCIENCES
ADDS A FOURTH AREA OF

CONCENTRATION

The interdisciplinary And Lands Resource Sciences
(ALRS) Doctoral Program at The University of Arizona
announces the addition of an Economic Botany Studies
track to its curriculum for advanced inquiry into the
ecological, economic, and social factors that determine
the long -term sustainable use of and and semiarid
lands. The new track complements existing areas of
concentration in Development Studies, Ethnoecological
Studies, and Physical Studies.

The Economic Botany track focuses on the use and
development of new low- water -use specialty and
industrial cash crops suitable for the practice of
sustainable agriculture in the world's drylands. Stu-
dents in this field of research and study, which draws
upon the disciplines of botany, natural products
chemistry, pharmacology taxonomy, horticulture,
agronomy, genetics, cultural anthropology and archae-
ology, will be trained in the commercialization of
desirable new crops.

Owing to the research interests of current faculty,
students in Economic Botany Studies initially will
gravitate toward either chemical applications and
alternative production systems or new crops research
and development. The core curriculum for this track
consists of coursework in Economic Botany of Arid
Lands, Arid Land Crop Ecology, Plant Physiology, Plant
Systematics, and Organic Chemistry. In addition, all
students in the ALBS program must complete a
common core curriculum, including coursework in
The Arid and Semiarid Lands, Physical Aspects of Arid
Lands, Arid Lands Research, Physical and Biological
Nature of Arid Lands, Cultures and Institutions of Arid
Lands, Use and Management of Arid Lands, and the
seminar series Current Topics in Arid Lands Research.
A dissertation is required.

The ALRS program is administered by a ten -member
Executive Committee, including faculty drawn from
the Departments of Agricultural and Resource Econom-
ics, Biochemistry, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
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Geography, and Psychology the Office of Arid Lands
Studies, and the Laboratory of Tree -Ring Research. The
teaching faculty of some thirty members is drawn from
these areas of study and others, including Agricultural
and Biosystems Engineering, Anthropology, Architec-
ture, Geosciences, Plant Sciences, Renewable Natural
Resources, and Soil and Water Sciences.

Application deadline for admission at the Fall Term
is March 1 for U.S. applicants and February 1 for
international applicants. Application deadline for
admission at the Spring Term is October 1 for U.S.
applicants and August 1 for international applicants.

For details on the Arid Lands Resource Sciences
graduate program and any of its areas of concentration,
contact:

Chair, ALBS Ph.D. Program

do Ms. Carmen Ortiz Henley

Office of Arid Lands Studies

The University of Arizona

845 North Park Avenue

Tucson AZ 85719 USA

Telephone: 602 -621 -1955

Fax: 602 -621 -3816



LE11-ER FROM SKY HIGH RANCH

The Bio- Integral Resource Center (BIRC) of Berkeley,
California, is a pioneer in Integrated Pest Management
(IPM) theory and practice. The following letter is abridged
from an article written by Helga Olhowshi, William
Olhowshi, and Sheila Daar for IPM Practitioner.

For more than 20 years BIRC's staff has been
designing and implementing IPM programs in a wide
variety of agricultural and urban settings throughout
the U.S. These "hands -on" programs have served as
working models, inspiring others to adapt them to suit
their own situations.

Our first experience with this approach came in the
early 1970s when, working with the Farallones
Institute, we initiated and helped develop the Integral
Urban House in Berkeley (See The Integral Urban House,
by H. Olkowski, W. Olkowski, and T. Javits. 1979. San
Francisco: Sierra Club Books.). This involved trans -
forming a typical urban house into a self -reliant life
support system involving food production, wind and
solar energy, composting, gray water recycling, IPM
programs, and a host of other "revolutionary" inte-
grated systems concepts. The Integral Urban House
received worldwide publicity and continues to inspire
change in urban lifestyles today through its many
replicas in the U.S. and abroad.

Now we are turning our attention to agricultural
systems using our 60 -acre field station, Sky High
Ranch near Davis, California, as a living laboratory The
purpose of the field station is to demonstrate, docu-
ment , and teach least -toxic pest management, dryland
grain and pasture management, and agroecosystem
design. This approach includes the production and
marketing of organically grown herbs and vegetables,
free-range eggs, and naturally colored wool within the
context of an integrated, low -input, sustainable farm
system adapted to the local ecosystem and local
markets.

Ten organizing criteria are being used: (1) adapt to
the solar inputs of the site and minimize inputs based

`` `on nonrenewable fossil fuels; (2) grow crops that
minimize depletion of ground water; (3) harvest and

recycle natural sources of nitrogen, phosphorous, and
other materials; (4) conserve soil and on -site biotic
resources; (5) maximize use of least -toxic pest manage-
ment; (6) minimize negative impacts on the non -farm
ecosystem; (7) provide a balanced diet to farm resi-
dents; (8) develop agricultural jobs that are varied,
mentally stimulating, and matched with physical
capabilities; (9) grow and sell value -added products
that serve local, regional, ethnic, and other special
markets; (10) encourage community interactions that
emphasize cooperation rather than competition.

The field station welcomes interns and volunteers,
who exchange their ideas and labor for an opportunity
to study in detail BIRC's integrated farm system and
least -toxic control techniques. If you are interested,
write:

Sky High Ranch

co BIRC

P.O. Box 7414

Berkeley CA 94707 USA
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EDITOR'S NOTE
Continued from inside
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10 in. thick x 15 in. wide x 10 ft. long to 12
in. x 30 in. x 10 ft.) is meant to be reinforced
with rebar and grouted with poured concrete
after assembly on site.

The materials from which Rastra units are
fabricated add to their attractiveness. In the
molding process, post -consumer foamed
styrene (derived from the recycling of such
items as fast food containers and packing
materials) is mixed with concrete, yielding not
only a recycled material content of 86 percent
but also a relatively light building "block"
with a sound insulation rating of 53 db and,
when grouted, remarkable fire resistance.

My purpose here is not to claim that Rastra
per se is the greatest invention since sliced
tofu, but to point out that it is possible to
mass produce a building material that not
only does not contribute to deforestation but
that also saves both significant energy over the
life of a building and a substantial sum of
money the owner might otherwise spend on
heating and cooling that building.

Add to the equation low -e windows, "old -
fashioned" dual -pane windows, newer gas -
filled dual -pane windows, and transparent
reflective glass coatings; various earth -
sheltered, earth -integrated, and "earthship"
structures (the latter crafted of soil and
whatever variety of junk is handy, from used
automobile tires to empty soft drink cans);
compact fluorescent light bulbs on reusable
electronic ballasts and super -insulated
refrigerators designed for solar -powered
households (which require less energy to run
and produce less waste heat); three -phase heat
pumps that provide heating, cooling, and hot
water, and low -flow plumbing fixtures, and
you have what looks like a pretty good high -
tech solution to the problem of dwindling
natural resources and soaring energy costs.

Maybe. And at the very least these innova-
tions constitute useful pieces of a puzzle. But
while any advance in technology that eases
the strain on an overtaxed natural resource
base without contributing to the pollution
that threatens to poison us all is welcome,
especially in those affluent societies with a
largely unabated appetite for fossil fuels and a
thus far unassailable addiction to the consum-

erist creed, what's really needed is innovative
thinking. And not only innovative ideas but
widespread exposure to those ideas followed
by their wholesale application.

Which is where the contributors to "Desert
Architecture III" come in. In "Architecture and
Environment," Hassan Fathy, the celebrated
Egyptian architect, starts us off with a re-
minder that there are valuable lessons to be
learned from the vernacular architecture of
the world's hot dry places. Safei el -Deen
Named, a landscape architect who teaches at
The University of Maryland at College Park,
follows up, in "Paradise on Earth: Historical
Gardens of the Arid Middle East," with an
examination of both the spiritual and the very
practical pleasures of the traditional walled
gardens of Islam. And from the same cultur-
ally rich region of the arid world comes Yair
Etzion, an architect and professor at Ben -
Gurion University of the Negev, who, in "A
Bio- Climatic Approach to Desert Architec-
ture," blends experience and theory, modern
science and common sense in an objective
look at a house he both designed and lives in.
In "Sustainable Community Planning," Ken
Clark, an architect who chairs The University
of Arizona's Interdisciplinary Program in
Planning, takes a step back from the challenge
of designing energy-smart individual build-
ings to take a broader view of the energy/
shelter equation in the context of the planning
for Tucson's Civano Solar Village.

We certainly have not covered all the
possibilities in this issue, or even in what has
turned out to be a series on the subject, but
given the importance of affordable, livable,
energy- efficient shelter in an increasingly
crowded world, there most certainly will be a
"Desert Architecture IV" Articles and sugges-
tions for that issue are welcome, and I'll hope
to hear from you.

1Jarmul, Seymour. 1980. The architect's
guide to energy conservation: realistic energy
planning for buildings. New York: McGraw -Hill
Book Company.



HE OFFICE OF ARID LANDS STUDIES AT
The University of Arizona is seeking original, unpublished

work for publication in the peer- reviewed Arid Lands Series,
sponsored by OALS and published by The University of Arizona
Press. Readers of the Arid Lands Newsletter and their colleagues are
invited to submit book -length manuscripts (or well- documented
book proposals) for consideration.

Both single- author works and edited volumes on topics of
critical interest to scholars, students, land managers, policy
makers, and informed citizens will be considered, although single -
author works are preferred. Those volumes that adopt an
interdisciplinary approach will be particularly well received. The
scope of subject matter considered appropriate to the Arid Lands
Series will be interpreted in the broadest possible terms, owing to
the extreme diversity of physical, social, and political contexts in
which research in arid lands topics is being pursued worldwide.

The Office encourages submission of manuscripts not only by
scholars in the disciplines traditionally associated with OALS -
such as agriculture, anthropology, architecture and planning,
atmospheric sciences, ecology and evolutionary biology, geography
and regional development, and geosciences - but also in the
humanities, medicine and public health, and the broader social
and behavioral sciences.

Manuscripts submitted to the Arid Lands Series will be reviewed
first by a member of the OALS Publications Committee or by
another member of the Office's research faculty. If accepted for
further consideration, the manuscript will be reviewed, in confidence,
by two peer reviewers from outside the Office of Arid Lands
Studies. If those reviews are favorable, the manuscript will be
forwarded to The Press with the recommendation that it be
published under the series banner. Revisions may be requested at
any stage of the review process. Manuscripts accepted by The
Press will be published in cloth and /or paper, as appropriate to the
expected readership. The language of publication will be English.

For further information or to submit a manuscript for consideration, write:

Chair, Publications Committee
Office of Arid Lands Studies
The University of Arizona
845 North Park Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85719 USA
FAX: 602 -621 -3816

CALL
MANUSCRIPTS
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"Let us make distinctions and

call things by their right names."

- HENRY DAVID THOREAU
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